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WHAT  
A creative proposal for algae installations integrated into roundabouts. 
This is an innovative and transformative idea which could bring huge  
positive health impacts, employability benefits and decarbonisation  
initiatives to the city – helping cut air pollution and public exposure  
to it, while creating beautiful hydrobiology installations which not only  
consume carbon dioxide but also produce energy to run night-time  
street lighting.

WHY 
Air pollution harms health and causes thousands of premature  
deaths every year. Children, older citizens and people with asthma are  
particularly vulnerable, and low-income and ethnic minority groups are  
also disproportionately affected. Some areas of congested London exceed 
legal limits making air pollution an invisible public health crisis. Roundabouts  
are ideally situated dead-spaces which can provide locations to house  
a solution.

HOW 
Councils could work alongside organisations (such as GLNP and  
The Healthy Air Campaign) to develop roadside algae installations which  
not only respond to areas with the most serious pollution levels, but also 
create new spaces of environmental sustainability and community pride, 
providing jobs and training in dynamic new city ecosystems.

GLNP would help to promote a city with a flexible system for ensuring 
healthy air which fully complies with legal limits and leading the world  
in building ecosystems aimed at greening (prototyped in Scandinavia)  
the city’s most traffic-congested city locations. 

ALGAE  
ROUNDABOUTS

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health 
• Environmental sustainability  
• Infrastructural security 

Actors 
• Greater London Authority  
 and Councils 
• Transport for London 
• Algal technology companies 
• Local businesses 
• The Healthy Air Campaign
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WHAT  
A proposal for a system of hop-on/hop-off buses, to transport  
explorers across a chain of green locations. A GLNP ‘Green Pass’  
purchased at a Greater London Park Visitor Centre would ensure  
that visitors (and residents) could escape the bustling urban landscape.  
A ‘Safari Pass’ would guarantee a whole day/half day discovering linked  
and diverse green habitats – giving users a new and interconnected  
perspective of the city. 

WHY 
London is a world class destination for visitors from the UK and for tourists 
from all over the world. 47% of the city is green – and these leafy squares, 
parks, woodlands, waterways, urban farms are stunning vantage points. This 
mosaic of spaces and pockets of wildlife would be uniquely accessed and 
globally unrivalled, creating a city famous for its landscapes and  
biodiversity. Access and exposure to green spaces will also improve the  
well-being of the local population, encourage more sustainable lifestyles  
and have significant socio-economic benefit. London requires an accessible 
transport system to link Greater and Central green areas, to connect  
cultural places with wild spaces and to encourage adventure beyond the  
built environment.

HOW 
Transport for London and GLNP could collaborate to define ‘Green Routes’ 
that link parks and bridle paths, green heritage sites with undervalued  
waterways. Maps and apps could provide unexpected routes to work,  
signpost urban sanctuaries, create inclusive educational trails and  
‘Green Safari’ wildlife trips to conservation locations. 

GREEN BUS 
ROUTES / SAFARI

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health 
• Connected diversity 
• Socio-economic inclusion 
• Environmental sustainability  
• Infrastructural security 

Actors 
• Greater London Authority  
 and Councils 
• Transport for London 
• London Wildlife Trust
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WHAT  
A proposal for a green navigation app. London residents and visitors 
could have an app to guide them around the green and scenic parts of the 
city. Citymapper may make Cities more ‘useable’ but the GLNP app would 
steer a passage from A to B taking in the currently hidden paths, bridlepaths, 
park short-cuts, canal river banks and green cycle routes. The app would 
have a whole variety of innovative functions from the ability to discover  
previously unlinked short-cuts through the city, to introducing public green 
space to both individuals and organisations seeking a more natural and 
experiential journey or destination. The app could record, film and share 
wildlife. It could trace the outline of birds, flowers or insects and instantly 
identify them allowing city wildlife to be valued and nurtured.

WHY 
Many people consider London a concrete jungle, the reality is quite different. 
With 3.8 million gardens, 3,000 parks, 3,000 allotments and 8 million trees, 
the app would bring alive a shared approach to stewardship of the Green 
City, allowing all to utilise and participate in gardening projects, food  
growing initiatives, community rambles and school forestry projects. The  
app would ensure that local authorities utilise public community space better 
and that old and young connect more readily with the natural environment. 

HOW 
Ordinance Survey would create an entirely new mapping of the city,  
encouraging a better understanding of how to traverse boroughs and  
short-cut road systems. sign-post urban sanctuaries, create inclusive  
educational trails and ‘Green Safari’ wildlife trips to conservation locations. 

WALK ON  
THE WILD SIDE

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health 
• Connected diversity 
• Socio-economic inclusion  
• Infrastructural security 
• Political empowerment / voice /  
 transformative creativity

Actors 
• Ordinance Survey 
• London Wildlife Trust 
• Royal Park Foundation  
• London Parks / Green Spaces Forum 
• City Farms  
• London Wetland Centre  
• Greater London Authority 
 and Councils
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WHAT  
A proposal for bird habitats on streets without trees. Greater London’s 
soundscape is changing with seven out of the capital’s top ten most common 
garden birds showing population drops over the last ten years. The finding’s 
come from this year’s RSPB Big Garden Birdwatch. Despite heavy population 
losses, the house sparrow, starling and blue tit remain gardener’s friends  
in the top three spots. Woodpigeons are in fourth place, but are also down  
in number compared with a decade ago. Feral pigeons are in fifth place  
and despite concerted efforts to deter them in central London, their overall 
population has risen by 3% over the past ten years. Robins and blackbirds 
have joined the ranks of the common birds now growing scarce in the  
capital. These proposed additions to street furniture will connect flora  
and fauna, helping to support biodiversity within the city

WHY 
Birds reflect a healthy environment; one where street trees, hedges and 
grassy areas are common – supporting urban wildlife and giving people 
much needed outdoor space. They also add value to our surroundings and 
help manage our climate through ecosystem services. They help clean air, 
filter water, manage humidity and allow excess water from heavy downpours 
to be slowly absorbed rather than flooding our streets and homes. RSPB 
London’s Tim Webb says: “London’s under a lot of development pressure 
with a desperate need for housing and improved infrastructure, but we  
cannot and should not allow nature to be forced out.”

HOW 
Our proposal is to create a new city habitat for birds at street level by adding 
vertical lamppost gardens on selected streets. Many birds enter nest boxes 
during the autumn and winter, looking for a suitable place to roost or feed. 
They often use the same boxes for nesting the following spring. 

LAMP POST  
BIRD NESTING

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health 
• Connected diversity 
• Environmental sustainability  

Actors 
• London Wildlife Trust 
• Royal Park Foundation  
• London Parks / Green Spaces Forum  
• London Wetland Centre 
• RSPB 
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WHAT  
A proposal for a confederation of green and edible roof gardens.  
A new network or of roof spaces to be supported and utilised across the city 
by private and public organisations alike. These currently underused spaces 
can reinvent leisure and cultural activity, community projects, environmental  
education and more importantly can also enhance biodiversity, reduce 
carbon emissions, reduce energy usage and lower flood risks by absorbing 
rainfall. We are all familiar with allotments and community gardens as  
features of the city landscape, but with a little support we could see edible 
roof projects like this all over London, where salad crops, vegetables and 
even fish could be produced commercially within the city. 

WHY 
Rooftops provide huge opportunities to grow food in our cities and can be 
specifically designed to achieve high biodiversity values, attracting various  
target urban species. The roofscape of a city and roof gardens could provide 
outdoor amenity space for city visitors, employees, supermarket customers, 
school children and an inclusive space to nurture health and well being.  
The roof garden has thermal insulating properties and the majority of roofs 
have deep enough substrate levels to attenuate rainwater. They encourage 
biodiversity by attracting insects, bees, moths, butterflies and birds. 

HOW 
If all 33 boroughs audited the unused roof space, we suspect that it would 
create potential for roof gardens totalling 24 times the size of Richmond 
Park. Our proposal is that their owners will be offered incentives to convert 
their space. The popularity of loft and basement conversion suggests  
that roof conversion could be the next big trend. Rosie Boycott, a former 
newspaper editor and chair of London Food, funded by the LDA, has said 
she wants to achieve a “sea of green in the air”. 

SKYLARK 
ROOF GARDENS

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health 
• Connected diversity 
• Socio-economic inclusion 
• Environmental sustainability  
• Infrastructural security 

Actors 
• London Development Agency 
• Edible Cities 
• The London Orchard Project 
• Housing Associations  
• Greater London Authority 
 and Councils

Credits 
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WHAT  
A proposal for a new and legal giant initiative to Seed Bomb Greater 
London to make it ‘greater. Around the world, a shadowy army of plant  
lovers have been on a mission: to make their dull, grey neighbourhoods 
more beautiful places to live. Armed with seeds and spades, these green- 
fingered outlaws are organising themselves in London stealthily filling 
neglected public land with flowers and shrubs. Plant A Tree In ‘73 was a 
Government-sponsored UK campaign, aimed at encouraging the population 
to participate in the 1973 ‘National Tree Planting Year’. Since then, guerrilla 
gardeners have been increasing the range of species on neglected sites  
with the use of ‘seed bombs’ – a fistful of compacted compost and seeds 
which is thrown to trigger the growth of a more diverse habitat.

WHY 
The significant increase in hard surfacing and the reduction in green spaces 
in London lead to higher temperatures than in the surrounding countryside. 
This is known as the ‘heat island effect’. Vegetation – whether in public  
spaces or private gardens – can help to redress this imbalance. It brings 
many important environmental benefits to urban areas, including the cooling 
of air and the absorption of atmospheric pollutants. Vegetation also provides 
an opportunity for people to be close to nature, improving physical and  
mental heath and general well-being.

HOW 
Seeds of all varieties (especially those of interest to Bees) could be  
distributed by post. Unloved public and civic spaces could be identified  
and allotted to individuals and groups to tend and care for.

SEED BOMBING  
INITIATIVE

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Connected diversity 
• Health 
• Political empowerment / voice /  
 transformative creativity  
• Socio-economic inclusion 

Actors 
• Millennium Seed Bank, Kew 
• International Seed Federation 
• London Wildlife Trust 
• Greater London Authority 
 and Councils

Credits 
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WHAT  
A proposal for an app that celebrates public space. An activism app 
which reawakens the London population to spaces which can be utilised  
and nurtured for public good (space which they may not be aware is actually  
public and part of the equity of being a Londoner). This app would reveal  
the ownership credentials of each and every landsite and would empower 
communities, residents and councils to bid to develop local sites.

WHY 
A high-quality public environment can have a significant impact on the 
economic life of urban centres and is therefore an essential part of any 
successful regeneration strategy. As London increasingly competes to attract 
investment, the presence of good parks, squares, gardens and other public 
spaces becomes a vital business and marketing tool: companies are drawn 
to locations that offer well-designed, well-managed public places and these 
in turn attract customers, employees and services. Community organisations  
are encouraged to take over public space for public good. In London, a 
pleasant and well-maintained environment will increase the number of 
people visiting outlying boroughs and increase suburb desirability. A good 
shared public landscape also offers very clear benefits to the local economy,  
and housing market.

HOW 
Public spaces are open to all, regardless of ethnic origin, age or gender,  
and as such they represent a democratic forum for citizens and society. 
When properly designed and cared for they bring communities together,  
provide meeting places and foster social ties of a kind that have been  
disappearing in many urban areas. These spaces shape the cultural identity 
of an area, are part of its unique character and provide a sense of place  
for communities. 

RECLAIMING 
PUBLIC SPACE

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Political empowerment / voice /  
 transformative creativity  
• Socio-economic inclusion 

Actors 
• People Who Share 
• CABE / Design Council 
• Nesta Innovation in Giving 
• Housing Associations  
• London Development Agency 
• Greater London Authority 
 and Councils

Credits 
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WHAT  
A proposal for a newspaper that connects farmers’ markets to local 
networks. A newspaper distributed to every household in London which 
links the public to Farmers’ markets, to school caterers, to foodbanks,  
to growers, to local shops, to allotment owners and local restaurants.  
This shared information would empower communities in the manner  
of the Transition newspaper and movement.

WHY 
There is growing concern about the health of the nation and its youth.  
A variety of research has identified these startling facts: 20% four-year-olds 
are overweight, and 8.5% of six-year-olds and 15% of 15-year-olds are 
obese. Obesity already costs more in public health terms, and will overtake 
smoking as Britain’s biggest killer in 10 – 15 years if current trends persist.  
A poor diet breeds long term ill health and creates problems in adulthood 
such as diabetes and heart disease. It is not just the nation’s physical health 
that is at risk: there are concerns too about people’s mental well-being,  
given the stressful lives that many now lead. Fresh food markets, allotments, 
growing campaigns can improve public lifestyles and health.

HOW 
A shared weekly periodical would support increased knowledge and  
information about fresh and local food resources in the city using farmers’ 
markets to link city-dwellers with the nearby countryside. This newspaper 
would allow all to meet the farmers, fishermen, growers and bakers.  
Readers would be educated on the seasons, the provenance of their  
foodstuffs and the economic value of seasonal eating. At Harvest time,  
Londoners would celebrate and give thanksgiving in a way not undertaken 
for decades.

FARMERS’  
MARKET PRESS

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Socio-economic inclusion 
• Health 
• Political empowerment / voice /  
 transformative creativity 

Actors 
• DEFRA 
• UK Agricultural & Rural Organisation 
• The Soil Association  
• Women’s Institute 
• Girl Guides / Scouts 
• Greater London Authority 
 and Councils
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WHAT  
A proposal to take wild swimming mainstream. Swimming has huge 
health benefits and it performs many therapeutic functions. The city has  
multiple waterways and lakes which provide free swimming opportunities  
for Londoners all year round. London is usually seen as a one-river city, just 
big old Father Thames. But what of London’s other rivers, lakes and ponds, 
the capital’s unseen waterways? Twenty-one tributaries flow to the Thames  
within the spread of Greater London. We propose a comprehensive map  
of London’s swimming and aqua-therapeutic opportunities.

WHY 
Around three million people take the plunge every week. This compares  
with only two million who play football and 1.8 million who cycle. London  
once needed all the rivers for drinking water, for harbours and wharves, for 
mills, for tanneries, and for sluicing away waste. Now the new Tidal tunnel, 
the Thames and other waterways can explore and expand recreational  
opportunities.

HOW 
Londoners need accurate and precise information about where and when 
it is safe to swim. The Thames has great potential – Studio Octopi have 
revised proposals for a floating swimming pool in the River Thames,  
to become a pontoon of three freshwater pools in a location beside Temple  
underground station. (Their initial Thames Bath proposal comprised a  
floating pool that could incorporate the tidal waters of the river, which  
will be clean enough to bathe in).

WILD SWIMMING / 
AQUA THERAPY

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health  
•  Socio-economic inclusion 
 
 

Actors 
• London Waterkeepers 
• Amateur Swimming Association 
• English Schools Swimming  
 Association  
• Outdoor Swimming Society 
• H2Open 
• London Waterways Canal  
 & River Trust 
• Greater London Authority 

Credits 
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WHAT  
A proposal for a community of networked walkers. London residents  
and visitors could have an app to guide them on adventures around the city. 
The app would have a variety of innovative functions providing practical or 
unexpected routes (new routes / fun routes / nature routes / cultural routes...) 
that would enhance the experience of traversing London. The app would 
enable city-dwellers, commuters and tourists to explore and connect more 
readily with the urban natural environment. It would provide a digital platform 
to share these experiences via text, film, sound and imagery and to grow  
a community or ‘Hive’ of networked walkers.

WHY 
The connectivity of the Hive will help foster and expand communities of  
walkers and adventurers from across the city. With approximately two thirds 
of adults in the UK not doing enough physical activity there is a clear need to 
provide support for people to become and stay active. The app will embrace 
the fun side of walking and help fulfil our desire to discover, to inspire the 
guerilla geographer in each of us. Encouraging urbanites not to take the 
quickest route, but to embrace the most interesting. The ability of exercise 
to boost mood is undisputed and when combined with the enjoyment of a 
group/social activity Hive has the genuine capacity to improve well-being. 

HOW 
It will build on ‘Walking for Health’s’ (UK programme started in 1966)  
network of over 75,000 regular walkers. By embracing urban ramblers,  
metropolitan walkers, commuters, sightseers and those on the school run, 
Hive will tap-into and connect networks of active Londoners to help nurture 
those groups – enabling them to grow and recruit.

HIVE WALKING 
NETWORK

Dimensions of prosperity 
• Health 
• Socio-economic inclusion  

Actors 
• Walking for Health 
• Metropolitan Walkers  
• Inner London Ramblers 
• The London Adventure Group 
• Ordinance Survey 
• Greater London Authority 
 and Councils

Credits 
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